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1 Algebra

Mentors

- Saravanan Thiyagarajan (avan@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks • • • • • • •
  Course assistant for Rina Anno and Peter May (1–8).

- Preston Wake (pwake@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks • • • • • • •
  Course assistant for Rina Anno and Peter May (1–8).

Students

- Je-ok Choi [Coll. Schol.] (jchoi89@uchicago.edu)
- John Kopper [Adv. Appr.] (kopper@uchicago.edu)
- Kris Harper [YSP 7–8] (kharper@uchicago.edu)
- Neel Patel [SESAME] (neelp@uchicago.edu)
- Isaac Ottani Wilhelm [SESAME] (spaceka13@uchicago.edu)
2 Algebra

Mentors

- Aaron Marcus (amarcus@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
  *Course assistant for Rina Anno and Peter May (1–8).*

- Emily Norton (emily@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ● ● ● ● ● ● ○ ○
  *Course assistant for Rina Anno and Peter May (1–8).*

- Ian Shipman (ics@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
  *Course assistant for Rina Anno and Peter May (1–8).*

Students

- Timur Akman-Duffy [Int.] (takmanduffy@uchicago.edu)

- Samuel Bloom [YSP 7–8] (blooms@uchicago.edu)

- Daphne Kao [Int.] (daphnek@uchicago.edu)

- Samuel Moy [SESAME] (sjmoy@uchicago.edu)

- James Murphy [SESAME] (murphyj1@uchicago.edu)
3 Algebra

Mentors

• Evan Jenkins (ejenkins@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks • • • • • • • •

Students

• Vladislav Petkov [YSP 9–10] (vpetkov@uchicago.edu)
4 Algebraic Topology

Mentors

- Rolf Hoyer (hoyer@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks • • • • • • • •
  *Course assistant for Peter May (1–8).*

- Rita Jimenez Rolland (amwright@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ • • • •
  *Course assistant for Benson Farb (4–7).*

Students

- Jay Shah [YSP 9–10] (jayshah@uchicago.edu)
- Jason Quinones [Int.] (jquinones@uchicago.edu)
- Andrew Villadsen [SESAME] (avilladsen@uchicago.edu)
- Paul VanKoughnett [Int.] (pvankoug@fas.harvard.edu)
5 Algebraic Topology and Geometry

Mentors

- Jared Bass (jbass@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks • • • • • • • •
  Course assistant for Howard Masur (1–3).

- Jennie Wilson (wilsonj@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks • • • • • • • •
  Course assistant for Benson Farb (4–7).

Students

- Albert Chang [Adv. Appr.] (aachang@uchicago.edu)
- Raphael Ho [Adv. Appr.] (raphaelho@uchicago.edu)
- David Price [YSP 7–8] (davidprice@uchicago.edu)
- David Ramsey [SESAME] (dgramsey@uchicago.edu)
- Daping Weng [YSP 11–12] (dapingweng@yahoo.com)
6 Category Theory

Mentors

- Emily Riehl (eriehl@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ◦ • • • • • •
  *Course assistant for Peter May (1–8).*

- Claire Tomesch (ctomesch@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks • • • • • • • •
  *Course assistant for Peter May (1–8).*

Students

- James Courtois [Adv. Appr.] (jcourtois@uchicago.edu)
- Marcello Delgado [YSP 7–8] (madelgado@uchicago.edu)
- Don Laackmann [YSP 9–10] (laackman@uchicago.edu)
- Melissa Lynn [YSP 11–12] (lynn0032@uchicago.edu)
- Paige North [YSP 9–10] (paigenorth@uchicago.edu)
7 Geometry

Mentors

• Tam Nguyen Phan (ttamnp@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ● ● ● ● ● ○ ○
  Course assistant for Howard Masur (1–3).

• Alex Wright (amwright@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ○ ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
  Course assistant for Howard Masur (1–3) and Laszlo Babai (3–6).

Students

• Meru Bhanot [SESAME] (meru@uchicago.edu)
• Nina Leung [Adv. Appr.] (nina3@uchicago.edu)
• Wolfgang Schmaltz [YSP 11–12] (wschmaltz@uchicago.edu)
• Alex Zorn [YSP 11–12] (awzorn@uchicago.edu)
8  Geometry and Dynamical Systems

Mentors

• David Constantine (dc@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Students

• Watee Srinin [Appr.] (watee-pmo.srinin@hotmail.com)
9  Geometry and Mathematical Physics

Mentors

• Artem Pulemotov (artem@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ●●●●●●●●

Students

• Blake Hartley [YSP 11–12] (bth@uchicago.edu)
• Alex Tolish [SESAME] (tolish@uchicago.edu)
10 Logic

Mentors

- Damir Dzhafarov (damir@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤
  *Course assistant for Laszlo Babai (3–6).*

- Eric Astor (epastor@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤
  *Course assistant for Eva Strawbridge (1–2) and Maryanthe Malliaris (4).*

Students

- John Binder [YSP 11–12] (jbinder@uchicago.edu)
- William Chan [SESAME] (chanw@uchicago.edu)
- Jasper Deantonio [YSP 7–8] (jdeantonio@uchicago.edu)
- Connie Fan [SESAME] (conniefan@uchicago.edu)
- Eugenia Fuchs [SESAME] (efuchs@uchicago.edu)
11 Logic

Mentors

- Jonathan Stephenson (jrs@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ●●●○○○○ ○
  Course assistant for Denis Hirschfeldt (1) and Antonio Montalbán (2–3).

- Matthew Wright (mrwright@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ●●●●●●●●
  Course assistant for Denis Hirschfeldt (1), Antonio Montalbán (2–3), and Maryanthe Malliaris (4).

Students

- Carsen Berger [SESAME] (clberger@uchicago.edu)
- Aaron Halper [SESAME] (ahalper@uchicago.edu)
- Julian Hartman [SESAME] (jbh@uchicago.edu)
- Nick Ramsey [SESAME] (nickramsey@uchicago.edu)
- Andrew Zack [Adv. Appr.] (azack@uchicago.edu)
12 Geometric Analysis

Mentors

• Strom Borman (borman@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks • • • • • • • • •
  Course assistant for Benson Farb (4–7).

• Andrew Lawrie (alawrie@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks • • • • • • • • •

Students

• James Buchanan [Adv. Appr.] (jjbuchanan@uchicago.edu)
• Jonathon Emberton [YSP 9–10] (jemberton@uchicago.edu)
• Jonathan Gleason [YSP 9–10] (jgleason@uchicago.edu)
• Jonathan Libgober [YSP 7–8] (jlibgober@uchicago.edu)
• Amy Hua [Adv. Appr.] (huaa@uchicago.edu)
13 PDEs and Fourier Analysis

Mentors

- Timur Akhunov (akhunov@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ●●●●●●●
  Course assistant for Takis Souganidis (3).
- Olga Turanova (turanova@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ●●●●●●●
  Course assistant for Gregory Lawler (4–5).

Students

- Guo Chen [Int.] (guothebob@gmail.com)
- Dennis Kriventsov [YSP 9–10] (krivents@uchicago.edu)
- Alex Stratman [SESAME] (alexstatmann@uchicago.edu)
- Michael Wong [SESAME] (mwong5@uchicago.edu)
14 PDEs and Fourier Analysis

Mentors

- Jessica Lin (jessica@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks o●●●●●●
  Course assistant for Eva Strawbridge (1–2) and Takis Souganidis (3).

- Yan Zhang (yzhang10@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ●●●●●●●
  Course assistant for Eva Strawbridge (1–2) and Takis Souganidis (3).

Students

- Ian Alevy [Appr.] (ianalevy@uchicago.edu)
- Aashirwad Anand [Adv. Appr.] (aashirwad@uchicago.edu)
- Dileep Menon [Adv. Appr.] (dileepmenon@uchicago.edu)
- Alex Stratman [SESAME] (alexstatmann@uchicago.edu)
- Seth Weidman [SESAME] (shweidman@uchicago.edu)
15 Probability

Mentors

- Yuan Shao (yuanshao@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ●●●●●●
  
  Course assistant for Eva Strawbridge (1–2).

- Zachary Madden (zmadden@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ○ ○ ● ● ● ●
  
  Course assistant for Gregory Lawler (4–5).

Students

- Andy Dahl [SESAME] (andyd@uchicago.edu)
- Jusvinder Dhillon [Adv. Appr.] (jdhillon@uchicago.edu)
- Jonathan Margoliash [SESAME] (jmargoliash@uchicago.edu)
- James Ready [SESAME] (jready@uchicago.edu)
- Evan Turner [SESAME] (eturn@uchicago.edu)
16 Probability

Mentors

• Marcelo Alvisio (alvisio@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ● ● ● ● ● ○ ○
  Course assistant for Gregory Lawler (4–5).

• Shawn Drenning (shawn@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ○ ○ ● ● ● ● ●
  Course assistant for Gregory Lawler (4–5).

Students

• Riley Heckel [SESAME] (rzheckel@uchicago.edu)
• Eddie Keefe [Adv. Appr.] (keefe@uchicago.edu)
• Patrick McQuighan [Adv. Appr.] (pmcquighan@uchicago.edu)
• Ryan Wang [Adv. Appr.] (rywang@uchicago.edu)
17 Apprentice/Uncertainly

Mentors

- Daniel Studenmund (dhs@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks • • • • • • • •
  Course assistant for Laszlo Babai (2–5).

- Kate Turner (kate@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks • • • • • • • •
  Course assistant for Laszlo Babai (2–5).

Students

- Xin Cao [Appr.] (xincao@uchicago.edu)
- Austin Feller [Adv. Appr.] (afeller@uchicago.edu)
- Haney Maxwell [Int.] (hmrm@uchicago.edu)
- Grant Rotskoff [Appr.] (grantrotsskoff@uchicago.edu)
- Alex Turzillo [Appr.] (aturzillo@uchicago.edu)
18  Apprentice/Undecided

Mentors

• Laurie Field (laurie@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ● ● ● ● ○ ○ ○ ○
  
  Course assistant for Laszlo Babai (2–5).

• Ben Fehrman (bfehrman@math.uchicago.edu) present weeks ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
  
  Course assistant for Laszlo Babai (2–5).

Students

• Douglas Everson [Appr.] (everson@uchicago.edu)

• John Gallagher [Appr.] (jpgallagher@gmail.com)

• Chana Messinger [Apppr] (cmessinger@uchicago.edu)

• Davi da Silva [Appr.] (davi@uchicago.edu)

• Max Xiong [Appr.] (mxiong@uchicago.edu)
19  Apprentice/Undecided

Mentors

- Daniele Rosso (d-rosso@math.uchicago.edu)  present weeks ●●●●●●○○
  Course assistant for Laszlo Babai (2–5).

- Robin Walters (robin@math.uchicago.edu)  present weeks ●●●●●●●
  Course assistant for Laszlo Babai (3–6).

Students

- Joshua Bosshardt [Appr.] (jbosshardt@uchicago.edu)
- Chaofan Chen [Appr.] (chenchaofan@uchicago.edu)
- Abhinav Shrestha [Appr.] (ashrestha@uchicago.edu)
- Maxwell Stolarski [Appr.] (mstolarski@uchicago.edu)
- Hamming Zhang [Appr.] (Hammingzzy@gmail.com)